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Loser Lines LLC Announces that the #1 Social Entertainment App Has
Finally Arrived

The Entertainment App called Loser Lines is now ready to be downloaded

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) December 07, 2011 -- Loser Lines, LLC, an app development company with offices in
Chicago, Houston and Charlotte is pleased to announce the #1 app for the social networking and entertainment
audience. This App is called LOSER LINES and is now available for everyone.

The Loser Lines App allows users to have phone numbers at their finger tips for that unwanted someone they
meet. Some people just don't get the hint. They keep asking over and over again for a phone number. Nobody
wants to give a loser their real phone number.

Loser Lines app lets users choose a pre recorded message from the "Loser Jab" data base followed by a real
working phone number called "Loser Line" to pass along.

"Whether at a club, a bar or at school, Loser Lines puts you in control," states David Emerson, President of
Loser Lines, LLC. "Losers come around everyday begging for your phone number. The Loser Lines App let's
you tell them what you really think."

Loser Lines are in both english and spanish. Users can choose from 16 working phone numbers either in male
or female voices. The Loser Lines phone numbers never change and neither do the Loser Jabs. Users can save
them in their contact list for easy access.

"Do you have the greatest Loser Line out there? Tell us about it. Users can suggest their own Loser Jabs to be
submitted through the app" states Emerson.

Now everyone can have the last laugh with the Loser Lines App.
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Contact Information
David Emerson
Loser Lines LLC
http://www.loserlinesapp.com
832-331-7248

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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